
Run no:- 1645, 21 August 2013 

Hare:- The Bug 
Location:- Suan Bua Restaurant, Nonthaburi. 

Scribe:-  

All the “A” list Brit hashers turned up for this run by another “A” list Brit – The Bug. 

There was Snowy, Bullett, Maverick, Nogood boyo,  Linda and Neil, Ed the occasional visitor from 

the depths of Surrey (?) and a lone Aussie called Tony – who said he was half British! 

The only other runner was Molly, a Thai national who had the camera.  Tui and Id turned up but did a 

very short route and the irrepressible ‘Normal’ turned up later with a car full of booze and snacks. 

Malinee was there of course setting the table out with cold water and organising the event. Apparently 

she was the co-hare who according to The Bug knocked him into shape at every check. Such is the 

discipline of the Harriettes - and it worked very well. 

We ran through the bush at the start with Ed storming off finding the first few checks. This was quite 

astute given that he had not run this run with the BH3 a few weeks previously. On that run we all got 

b_ggered up on the initial checks and ended up in the dog pound where thousands of dogs were baying 

for food and attention. They didn’t get any.   

However, this run was nicely set, well marked and not one hasher got lost. We went over the wall at 

Wat Suan Kaew, and I was impressed by the front runners respect for the Abbot who was giving an 

open air sermon to many gathered there. Not one hasher without a shirt, not one shouting on-on and all 

walking to the side of the Abbot respectfully and quietly.  I imagined this scenario in UK or the US 

where a bunch of hashers come across an outdoor religious meeting. The minister would of course be 

referring to sin and sinners and would be given the divine cue to point at horrible hashers walking or 

running by as a sure example of such. Particularly if they were shirtless and shouting on-on disturbing 

the proceedings. 

When we crossed the Bang Kruai – Sai Noi road were surprised to find ourselves going on a left hand 

loop through more bush. We had permission apparently to run through someone’s property as long as 

we pushed the door and closed it.  The many dogs at this point were over the moon with excitement at 

the dozen farangs and a sole Thai moving through their territory.    

At the end of this rather good 6km run, the only disappointment for yours truly was the absence of 

Tiger Beer. Instead we had the green bottles and cans of Singha.  But I have no problem with the 

Singha and there were no other dissenting voices about the choice of beer. 

The circle was soon called. There was one visitor and returners being The Bug and Nogood Boyo. The 

Bug had been away from the Wednesday runs because he was doing his recces. Four in all in an area 

that he knows well. I thought, such is the dedication of this man!  

Nogood Boyo recalled after looking at his TM6 card that he had entered Thailand from Laos in May, 

but could not remember anything since!! Such is the dedication of this man to ‘sanuk’. 

Nogood boyo picked up the start of the RA’s duties and called in nearly everyone for very dubious 

offences. One, the GM for greeting him, asking where he had been and before getting an answer 

telling him to do the RA’s job. The other was Malinee who said she had missed NGB so much, put her 

arm around him and said “do the write up, there’s a darling”!!  The moral here is, do not stay away 

from the Harriettes run for too long otherwise you will be required to work. 

The TOTW was a close run affair between The Bug and Maverick, who according to the GM had not 

committed any offences, remained quiet and diplomatic. Maverick of course got the award! 

So as Snowy got a bunch of bananas from Malinee  we scrambled for the last beers in the cooler.  The 

Bug called on-in to Suan Bua restaurant where the ex- maitre d of that famous hotel at the north end of 

Silom, cooked up a storm.  No cold fish on the table but orders straight from the menu.  That’s the way 

to do it. 

Thanks Bug for a very enjoyable run and the Harriettes for the snacks and beers. 



Anon.  

 

 


